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By Lee Gigacre
Stymied by thle question of

medical school policies towards
pass/fail grading in the freshman
year, the MIT faculty reifused to
institute freshman pass/fail on
an indefinite basis but voted
instead ' to continue it for
another year.

Professor of Economics a-d
Political Science Everett. Hagen,
chairman of the Committee/for
Evaluation of Freshman
Performance (CEFP), introduced
its recommendation to continue
passifail grading indefinitely, bmt
after extended discussion of the
difficulties raised by medical
school admissions poi~cies (and
with the rising interest in
pre-medical education among
MIT undergraduates), accepted
an amendment imiing the
continuation to a single year.

The CEFP's proposals
appeared headed for easy
approval when, after Rogers
voiced the Committee on
-Educational Policy's support of
the measure, no one responded
to President Jerome, Wriesner's
icall for discussion. Professor og
Nutrition Emily Wick , however,
stood to voice her uneasiness
over the question of medical

shools, starting the discussion,
which, baring the faculty's
con cern over-"the fate'of MIT
undergraduates seeking careers
in education, led to the decision
to continue pass/fail for only a

ingHle year.
In other business, the faculty '

approved a change in its
regulations, deleting 5.01 as an
option satisfying the freshman
chemistry requirement (the
Chemists7 D epartment w no
longer offer the subject) at the
recommendation of the
Committee on Curriculum
(COC). Associate E~rofessor of
Civil Engineering Richard de
Neufvfile, COC chairman, '~s
r~eported to the faculty on the
establishmrent of a new field for
upper class humanities
concentration, Urban Studies
and Planning, and the approval
·.of advanced placement for
freshman humanities.

Introducing the CEFP's
motions, Hagen began by
empha.~zing that the question of
freshuma pass/fail "'has nothing
to do" with the extension of
pass/fail to all four years of[
undergraduate education. The.-
freshman year, he argued, is
unique -- the incoming student
experiences "a good deal of
anxiety;' The aim of the
proposal, Hagen.q continued, is to
alter the Pattern of "a game for
grades rather than an emphasis
on education." Admittig that
there are some abuses of the
pass/fail system, Hagen advanced
that "those cases are flew relative
to the large number of frehman
for whom [pass/fail] is good."

As Hagen broached it, the¢
question of the medical school
admi-ssions policies is whether or
not it "impairs the attainment of
the purpose" of pass/fail. Faced
with lare numbers 'of applicants
(20 to 50 times the number of
available places) the medical
schools, Hagen said, are "looking
for easy screening devices." He
admaitted, however, that there
might be some discrimination
against sttadents who don't have
letter grades.

Concluding, Hagen expressed
his hope that the faculty would

vote on pass/fail, understanding
that if the data shows that the
medical school problem is
serious,' the decision can be
cha-nged. (He also introduced a
second motion for the CEFP, to
set up a two year pass/no-record
experiment in the freshman
yeaz. This motion was not acted
on.)

Following Wick's statement
of reservation, Rogers
announced that he had
appointed a nime member
committee, headed by Associate
Prdfessor of Psychology Alan
Hein and Professor of Physics
Robert Hulsizer, to contact
roe dieM schools and collect
infozmation about admissions
policies.

Wick then raised the question
of whether as had been
suggested, MIT should prevent
students from taking organic
chem-istry in their freshman year
if they are ready for it then.
However, Professor of Biology
Bernard Gould commented that
it wasn't simply a problem of
grades in organic chemistry, it is
possible, he noted, for MIT
students to complete all their
pre-med requirements in thei
freshman year.

Chancellor Paul Gray, who
had been on the CEP when the
pass/fail experiment was
initiated, rose to explain what he
felt Was the original intent of
freshman pass/fail. The intent,
he said, had been to remove
C'".;necessary and unproductive"
pressure of recorded grades, but
not to remove the pressure to
adjust to a new environment.
Further, he stated that the
intent had been for the student
to have more access to the kind
of information that would allow
him to assess his own program.

Provost Walter Rosenblith
suggested that as an interim
solution, the faculty vote to
continue pass/fail for one year.
In addition, Rosenblith stated
that MIT "should now think
about these things in more
dertail.' Hagen immediately
accepted the amendment to
continue pass/fail for one year.

i commemoration° apparently, of the Ides of March, the Rape of
ie Sabine Women was re-'enacted Wednesday by a group of perhaps
reinlW toga-dad males of indeterminate origin, who, following a
larion trumpet call from th e balcony, entered Lobdell and carried
Ff one weakly protesting (prearranged) woman apiece. The
tachtime crowd, after a fevw seconds of silence, burst into applause.

Photo by Sheldon Louemthal

Comnittee never retakes a poin.t
o f publicly announcing its de-
cisions: this article resulted from
investigation of rumors Ireaching
"We Tech.

Nyhart noted that the Disci-
pline Committee "functions
much better on these kinds of
cases. This is what they were set
up for," as opposed to the more
politicized trials of the past.

Nyhart also had reserved
comments on the termpaper
legislation group, noting that'
MIT had joined it late, that the
group was still in the early
stages, and that not much could
be expected from ii for several
weeks.

By Paid Schindler
An undergradutte student has

:en expelled from MIT for sub-
itting non-original work as his
Mv. While unwilling to reveal
e student's name or class,
,an for Student Affairs J.
miel Nyhart's office was able
release some details of what

Lstermed "a classic case of
ademic dishonesty."
This was the first r eported
;e of such dishonesty in recent
uls. It comes to lightr at a time
ten MIT lawyers, in co-opera-
n -with Harvard and several
ter area schools are drafting
iti-termpaper miff" legsla-
n. (The. lawyers, in addition
the drafting of proposed legis-
-on, are also considering pos-
[e legal recourse under present

I t cannot be determined
%ther or not the paper /n-
red came from a termpaper
rice, as the student is not
Rable for comment. Man
tort noted that, "If it was a
ice, it was a poor one, as the
er was copied almost directly
n a source 'book. I find it
Ito believe that a sedce-
Id be so bad. But, on the
,r hand, I don't want to
,ve that an HulT student
Id write such -a-poor paper."
'he Dean's Office d escribed
P-rocedure involved in such a'
,1 noting that work don¢ by
'.rs, either research or the
a]. pxesentation of a finished
Ir, "is a violation of aca-
ic honesty if submitted as a
W's own ofiginal work." If

such work is submitted, and
detectefi, a complaint comes
from a faculty member.

Such a complaint was re-
ceived last July concerning this
case of plagiarism. The student
was informed of the charges in
September, and offered legal
counsel,(paid for by MIT). In
addition, he had two to three
weeks in which to make a re-
sponse to the charges; he did not-
choose to respond. During the
hearing b efore the Discipline
Commit-tee, he did not dispute
the facts as presented by the
faculty member.

After any Discipline Comremt-
tee decision to expel a student,
there is presidential review of
'.he .decision before it becomes
final. (Dr. Wiesner reviewed[ this
decision and found it proper.)
After being expelled by the Dis-
cipaine Committee, a student
may apply for readmission as
soon as the next term, uodess
otherwise specified. To do so
involves a further appearance be-
fore the committee before read-
mitrance (there is no way to
de termin e whether or not the
student involved in the recent
cm e has applied for, or received,
readmission).

The Dean's Office defended
the lack of information revealed
on the case by noting that, "to
say any more such as the class of

the student or the 'coursre in-
volved, would be an-unreason-
able risk of exposure. Discipline
Committee meetings are held in
private to protect the student, if
he desires such protection."

Such was not the case in such
classc iBscipline Committee de-
cision as that involving former
UAP Mike Albert, whose expul-
sion was considered. by many to
be a poltical act (one of theF
chargs levied against him was
'Misrespect" for the'committee
trying him. The other was "dis-
ruption" of Institute functions).

Public notice of decisions, as
in Albelrt's case, is a determina-
tion made by the student. 'The

reduced Mhe year-to-year balance
from 81l to $785. Next,,the
election of new Dotmon repIre-
sentatives was validated 9-0-2 by
the formex officers.

Two problems were~ ocutlned:
the fact that Dornmcon had no
real goal to work toward, and
the fact that Dormcon is made
up of house presidents, already
very busy within their own
houses. These problems contri-
buted to Dirmcon's not getting
as much done as it might have,
or could lmvie. It was stated that
Domcon needs. a sense of com-
munic ation and cooperation be-

tween the preidents, so some-
thing more can be done.

Mike Wilson, past Chairman,
stated that he was "'quite flater-
ed that Baker took us seriously
enough to want to secede-" He
also s tated that `"-theJ UAP repre-
sents a big void: something con-
ducted by a few politicians for a
few pol Sicias, and if anything
is to get, done, it should come
through this group." He contin-
ued to say that to salve dormi-
tory residents' problems is "a
non-4zivW problem," and that
"living group government is the
only-conceivable, viable form of

By Jim Mioody
The Dormitory Council held

its annual elections last Tuesday
in McCormick's Green Room.
Rick Goettke; a junior from East
Campus was chosen the new
Chairm an. Dan King, a Senior
House sophomore, was elected
Secretary-Treasurer, and Tony
Loh, a junioi from East Campus,
was elected Judicial Committee
Chailman.

The report of the old Judicial
Committee Chairman, Mark
Aquino, was first read into the
record. lHe stated that the main
activity of the Judcon centerd
around . the incident of
confiscation of marijuana by the
Campus Patrol at MacGregor last
fall. He called for an -inreased
budget, more meetings of the
Judcom, and more
coammunication between the
Campus Patrol, the faculty,
$udcom, and the members of the
Domcon $iudcom.

Dormcon's income was
reported as approximately $900;
$.50 from each resident's house
tax. The money was used for
various activities, such as RIO
Week, and expenditures were
$26 more than income. This

government.,'
The elections were then held

by preferential ballot. The plat-
forms were roughly the same,
and that of the new Chairman,
Rick Goettke, follows: !. to
resolve the question of how far
dormitories can go in inticing
the Freshmen during R/O Week,
and to improve Dormcon-IFC
communication. 2. to follow up
on the room and diming rate
increases, and help redue these
wherever possible. 3. to make
Judeore a stronger intermediate
appeal board between the dorms
and the institute. 4. to keep
.having the annual October Tal-
bot House discussion meetings.
5. to generally strengthen the
functions and powers of Dotrm-
conl.

Dan King and Tony Loh were
elected by acclamation. The
election of the Freshman Orien-
tation Chairman waspostponed
until next meeting, and as one
final item of business, it was
announced that the Burton park-
ing lot was to be closed next
year to make room for the build-
ing of fraternities, thus making it
necessary for the Institute to
find 80 new parking spaces.
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]aely neutroni (pue, tigtly

lpacked neutrons anad notig
elise) Sphre and te total stc-
ae incldes n~early every arrea

of physics -
'nerefiidfly, - there is no

reason why th3e paen s~tar or
loutd of gas cannot cntract

inadefinitelly uness anothe
Phys~ics takes ovear I[t is beleved
that rehfvty beis to do~mi-

toticly approach a radiu of
;2Glf~c2 wih incraig time.
To a dstt observer this
"Schwazc~hild radius' reuie

an inmt tie to3 be reached,
but tlhe collapse is -efectively
cmplete within the first second-

Using tlheir c:alcudaionls ad1
m3odels as a bai, SRuffinis
grouep~ cncluded thiat the mass
of a Exentran str must be greater
t-han .05 ad les tha the
ties tihe mass of the sun. Also,
te radis must be ibetween ten

ad 250 'kioleters, assumnu~g no
rotation- Ruffimii aled the set-
ting of these boundaries the
sige moslt importat result of

Reffmi thien aslked ffhetori-
cally what ha~ppen1s to> the bo:dy
lthat cannote throw off enoug'h
mnass t~o become a 3neutron star.

HiEs aswl~er was that it lbecomes a
"~black hole, t realy qute similar
to a neutron star, and then he
investigated the prosperties of-thle
holes-

The mass is greter than three
ties that of thie sun, and the
rdius is given by the formula

fo6r te Schbwatchild radius (for
a tenx sola mss hole this would
be abtout 30 kiom~eter).

The, graviational feld of a
blackt hole is even more intense
ta tha of a neutron star- A
Sphoton of light becomes "tired"
as it tes to fight its way out,
and, as it lo9se enery, it be-
cmes redder inapjpearace,
- veopig the scalle red

sit- A photon that travels
radially osutward fromn te sur-
faace woud eve~ntually lose alits
energ and appear black, 3hence
th desrptive

The 3hole cmes from the
deflecton effect o3f gravitation
On' Ligt. At a ~erai~n distanc~eal
tlhe liht radiated within a co~ne

never ecpe ad falls into the
hole- As; the distane is; reduced,
the cone broaden-, untfil, at te
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II with the paper s political stance. he will
no do-ubt judge stories to be objective,
even when the reporter's personal feelings
are clearly evident.

Editorial columns such as thifs one,
fortunately, are freed from some of the
news constraints. People expect that the
writer .will refrain from printing
out-and-out lies, but they respect his
position as an interpreter of facts chtarged
with offering an opinion on what is going
on. If they are familiar with his work,
they -may judge his prose'station by what
they have thought of the pieces he has
printed in the past. If not, they will no
doubt rely on the logic, and clarity of his
presentation and the political slant he
demonstrates.

We've already got too many professionals
involved, he told the 26-100 audience,
and all we've managed to do over the past 
few decades is isolate growing kids from
their natural environment, their parents :
and neighbors. Itis proposals could;- only
be realized with a drastic reordoring of~
society, reforms that would permit men i
and women to 'Work part-time, allowin§ 
them the time they want to raise their ichildren. i

Are blacks inferior? !;
He spoke of the position of the blacks

in our society, bringing to center stage ~
the issue upon' which SDS -had been!
harping all week. About the only.,
straightforward answer he gave to a iquestion all afternoon came aftert
repeated yells of, "Do you think blacks[
are inferior?" Obviously nettled, he if'mally said, "I third- white people havel,
made black people inferior." And I isuppose that the SDS wvill use that asievidence that Bronfenbrermer is indeed a 
racist.

But is he? Is it wrong to say that byet,
decades of oppression the whites have
stunted the development of black
children? Is it racist to propose removing
those children from the hiands -of
college-trained specialists and returning
them to the care of their neighborhoods?.
Is it so difficult to believe that
Bronfenbrenner is genuinely appalled by
the upbringing black kids are getting and-
is casting about for solutions? "One does
not solve a problem by closing one's eyes!
to it," he emphasized to mild applause 
from the audience .

SDS would have us believe that'
Bronfenbrenner, like a number of otheri
noted social scientists, is responsible for!or inseparable from '-the racist murders ate
Jackson State, the WUl passed in Indiana'
to sterilize welfare mothers, the Family
Assistance Program which is to forcei
people on welfare to wrork for wages
below the minimum wage, and the
practice of labotomizing [sic] .
women, blacks, especially black women."
I must confess to an inability to
appreciate all the subtleties of SDS 1o2ic,
but it's hard to miss the technique of~
associating a man with someone else's
criminal activities and then attacking him
for them. Bronfenbrenner had nothing to
say in either his article or his speech.
about sterilization or lobotomy, but it
does, I suppose, make good leaflet copy.:

Hearing an SDS argument about
Bronfenbrenner's ideas themselves is;
enough to make you understand vhy:
those scholars prefer guilt by association.
To quote from a leaflet:

"Discipline, [the SiDS i's quoting
Bronfenbrenner] is exercised principally:
by the mother' is focused on overt acb:
rather than motives or goals, and°~}-
mainly inhibitory in character; that is, the}
child is told not to do this or that, to Z
keep quiet, not ask questions, stay out ofi
trouble, -M~e effect of 'such negative'
reinforcement is to discourage initiative..
curiosity, and exploration, as well a
co-operative interaction with a guiding
adult."

"This statement im~ilies that Black
mothers don't know or care how to raisetheir cldhldren and have- nor mo~ra sepnse 0.
goals -which they wish to instill in them'."

Unmentioned, by the SDS anyway,
since Bronfenbrenner dealt with it, is the
possibility that our society leaves the.
black women no time to ra'ise her
children as she sees fit. The SDS sintiled.:'
miscast Bronfenbrenner's position on the.
effects' of bringing blacks and whitt
together in an integrated classroom. But
should we be su'pfised? When SDS ha:
already decided on the answers, does i-'.
really make much difference what the~
questions are?

So what carl one conclude? A tootle'
collection of thugs that have no right tC
consider themselves members of ar
academic community disrupted a
interesting talk by an interesting rnaT
Friday afternoon, 600 people witness*t
the one-sided onslaught, and one wonder
what they could possibly have done t'-
prevent the annoyance caused by a metII
few dozen people. The story told her:
was worth relating only to put the eveF
in context, and to emphasize to th0c~
who may be wondering the intellectu
moral, and nmmerical bankruptcy of Oth
SDS position.-

By Alex Mlakowski
Friday afternoon's three-way joust

between the administration, SDS, and
visiting Cornell professor Uric
Bronfenbrenner was certainly one of the
more noteworthy events,' inl terms of
numbers of people, to take place on
campus this year. It offers a valuable
opportunity for comment on both news
ieporting. and the SDS, casting light on
some of the difficulties inherent in the
former and the inescapable bankruptcy of
the latter.

Often an objective news story can
prove a very frustrating vehicle for a
reporter interested in presenting his
observations. A number of his "facts" are
often no more than personal perceptions,
difficult to confirm of prove. including
them in a news story invites charges of
slanted, biased reporting, since the writer
has no more to back up his story than his
word and the opinions of other observers.

To use Friday's affair as an example, a
number of things readers might
be interested in were difficult to
determine. The very basic point of how
many of the crowd favored the SDS and
how many sided with Bronfenbrenner is
an obvious case in point. But 2 6-1 00 is so
structured acoustically that 40 or 50
people clapping and cheering can fill the
whole ha]] with noise -- close your eyes
and it sounds like everybody present
must be on his feet applauding. Open
them, and it's obviously a good deal less,
but how do you determine what fraction?
And once you have, how do you
contradict an SDS member who claims it
was greater?

Since Bronfenbrenner's thesis deals in
part with the growth and development of
black children, and SDS leaflets -had
labeled him a racist, it might also be
appropriate for a reader to wonder how
many blacks showed up.

Again, it is difficult to print the
answer in a news story. The i/ghting on
the audience in 26-100 isn't particularly
good, and accurately determsining the race
of someone sitting more than a third of
the way back is difficult. A systematic
count is about the only solution, but it's
very difficult to be consistent ever the
550 seats and the dozens of people
standing in the back. In the end, no count
sufficiently valid enough to be printed
could be determined, but in opinion
column I would guess that the number
was about 40.

"W1ho won?"
For a finat example, consider the

obvious question of "'who won?"
Somebody must have triumphed
somehowe, but determining the answver
objectively is a problem. A partial
solution, adopted in Friday's news story,
involves quoting a few people engaged in
the dispute so meaders wil at least see
how -the participants felt. But the
function of a newspaper should be to
provide a disinterested view, and printing
other people's statements is only an easy
way out.

In my opinion Bronfenbmenner carried
the day. But printing such a statement in
a news story forces an accompanying list
of supporting statements, many of which
may need supporting statements
themselves. By the time one -has ran
through the list of one's, interpretations-
of what was important and where one's
facts .came from, one has departed
somewhat from the ideal behind a
stuaight news story.

By one view, it is not a newspaper's
business to print on its news pages
anything more than straight facts.
Objectivity must be, served, lest the public
lose its confidence that the newspaper is
mawvinc truth, On the other hand, defining
"fact'" for use as a scientific term is
difficult enough without having to do the
same for jouma~li.sm use. And even were a
useful definition developed, there is still
room for bias in the way a writer chooses
which facts to present and how he
chooses to present them.

The only conclusion is that there is no.
external standard save experience to
measure a newspaper's objectivity, and
experience wvil be something that varies
from person to, person. If he judges that a
paper's news stories have Lied in the past,
he is likely to consider any news story
printed now to be tainted. If he h as never
had such an experince, or if he agrees
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Having laid the groundwork by ;a
discussion of the nature of facts ini
journalism, it's -a bit easier to discuss
actually both the SDS in general and
Friday afternoon's "confrontation" in
particular. SDS members would no doubt
dismiss this as a biased account, and the
writee's feelings are obviously presented,
but that doesn't detract from the fact
that the opinions presented come from 2
writer experienced in covering a numbexr
of different events at MIT.

Fight-in§ the good fight
For three years now, MITSDS has

been a small fringe group fighting the
good fight for a worker-student afll/ance.
Seldom numbering more than two dozen
people by the most generous estimates,
they concentrated their on-campus
efforts, at least for a couple of years, on
getting better womking conditions for
various MIT employees, particularly a
library worker this past winter (she had
lost all working conditions by being
fired), Faculty Club employees last
school year, and maintenance men in
general for a year or two before that.
They were never much involved with the
large anti-war actions that shook the
campus in 1970 - I believe their lie was,
that all the commotion about research
detracted from the concentration ineeded
to ally with the working class. Their
efforts have been followed in The Tech,
and' omt at least two occasions our
"biased" reporting (news, not columns)
has brought some of their members
storming to our office with vague threats
about what will happen after the
revolution.

Their efforts have been, to put it
gently, unavailing. Occasionally their
immediate attempts to protest the
handling of a particular worker won some
concessions, but they have had no real
success at all in interesting either the
students or the woxkers in an alliance.
Three years of campaigning, reams of
leaflets, untold numbers of epithets
hurled at various administrators and their
stooges - all have been in vain. The
legions have not rallied to the standard,
and SDS is currently no more successful
in aLttracting an audience; let alone
supporters, for their cause than they, were
two years ago. Witthout the front page
coverage we have supplied them they
might have attracted even less.

Less, that, is, until last Friday v--hn
Bronfembrenner came to campus an the
invitation of the Psychology Department.
The size of the crowd was definitely
surprising. After all, SDS had leafletted
heavily before, but never had they come
close to drawing something like the 600
people who showed up Friday afternoon.
The SDS ranks haod already been swelled
by supporters from SDS and UAG
(University Action Group follows roughly
the same political line as SDS, but its
membership comprises mostly faculty
and staff) chapters from nearby Tufts
and Northeastern., but the total organized
contingent on hand couldn't have
amounted to -more than 60- or 70. Why
did so many other people show up. Ask
your friends who went (provided that
your :friendships .cross political fines), and
you'll have as good an answer as any
newspaper account could provide.

The Psychology Department has been
sponsoxing a series of seminars, and
Bronfemabrenner had been invited to
discuss his somewhat radical (by Nixon
standards, anyway) proposals for day
car. Bronfenbrenner no doubt surprised
a lot of observers - for a professional he
takes a distinctly aprofessional view
about how day care should be handled.

By Bruce Schwartz
In contrast to accounts in B.A.D. and

The Phoenix which have given the
impression that for a student, registering
to vote in Cambridge is a pxocess rather
like a medieval torture, I found
registration almost ridiculously easy. Not 
only did the Election Commission register
me in less than five minutes, they didn't
even ask me for positive identification.

In a way, it was disappointing. Takinsg
to heart all the warnings, and armed with
four different proofs of residence (this at
the advice of the Cambridge Committee
on Voter Registration), I a~-rived at the
Election Commission's office last
Tuesday at 4:15 pm with rmy hair neatly
combed and dressed in mQy Straight
Arrow Disguise Suit with tie. To my
surprise, the registration clerk at the front
desk was not a battleaxe reminiscent of
my fourth grade teacher but a rather
bored looking bearded young man of
about 25 wearing a suit, and like myself,
not looking at home in it.

Two cancelled rent checks satisfied
him (and the sixty-ish matron with whom
he consulted) as to my residence. I gave
my occupation as "student." I had
expected all sorts of questions about my
means of support, where I spent my
sum mer vacations, my plans after
graduation, etc. But the only important
question he asked was the proper one,
namely, had I any' plans to leave
Cambridge? And following my "No" it
was only a matter of filling out forms
wiriting my signature and taking an oath

that my answers had been true, to
convert me into a registered voter.
{MIT students living in Cambridge may
register at the Election Commission, 362
Green Street. Central Square, fromz 8:30
lo 4:30, or at Roberts School, Harvard
and IVindsor Streets, from 5 to 9 Monday
through Thursday evenings. Students
across thre river may register at room 461,
Boston City Hall, Government Center,
from 9 to 5. at the Copley Square Library
firom 5 to 9, or at the Back Bay Little
City Hall -]¥rom . 9 to 5. if you need
residency prooe, we suggest securing a
letter from the Dean for Student Affairs
attesting that you are a student at M!T
and your prosen tdomicile. -Editor]
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By Frans A.M. Alting von Geusau
In his most recent book Nations in

Darkness: China, Russia, America
(Random House. 1971), John G.
-Stoissingex begins his first -chapter with
the following allegory from Plato's
Republic:

"Inside a cave, a group of men are
chained in such a way that they can
only look at the wall before them and
are unable to turn thefi heads. Behind
them a fire blazes and, between them
and that fire, other men walk up and
down, some talking and some silent.
The chained men can only see the
shadows of their fellow-men. To them,
the shadows are in fact the men, and
the voices come from the passing
shadows. To these chained men, in
Plato's words, 'The truth would be
nothing but the shadows.' "

Until the Nixon administration began
to move toward more contact and
communication with the People's
Republic of China, Plato's allegory was a
most pertinent description of this
country's policy toward China, and
China's attitude toward the US.

More than twenty years without

contact with China as a means to seek a
new global balance of power between the
United States, the Soviet Union and
China. This latter hypothesis could at
least partly explain the US attitude in the
Indo-Pakistan war and with respect to
Bangin-Dest.

AR these possible explanations hardly
point to a new China policy aimed at
solving the problems of Taiwan, Vietnam
or Asian security in general. The US
Administration still is very much chained
to commitments made ever since the
Second World War. The Nixon visit,
nonetheless, may have contributed to a
new process of communication, enabling
both countries eventually to turn away
from the shadows to face each other.
Such a process hardly justifies the
opinion that it was a journey of peace
and a week that changed the world, but it
may help to move the confrontation from
the battleground to the conference-room.
(Professor won Geusau is a visiting
professor in Mhe Department of Political
Science at MIT. He iT Di'rector of the
.Netherlands Institute of I nternational
Affairs, and is currently teaching a course
in Internat ional Relations. -Editor)

diplomatic relations, without any contact
in the framework of the United Nations,
with virtually no contact between the
two peoples or trade between the two
countries, the "truth" about China in this
country was little more than its shadow.
The shadow of the -- most populous
country in the world, turned communist
under Mao, carrying the supposedly
expansionist designs of the "communist
bloc" to Southeast Asia, Korea, and the
Pacific. And when the -shadows of the
men in Peking and in Moscow no longer
merged, China alone was perceived to
continue such expansionist policy. It was
this kind of truth that made several US
governments decide to interfere in the
Chinese civil war by protect ing Chiang
Kai-shek and defending Taiwan. It also
made them decide to enter and finally.
fight the Indo-Chinese war in which the
"truth" of communist expansion
obscured the reality of a struggle against
French and Western colonial domination.

Has Nixon's overture toward China,
culminating in his dramatic visit to the
country, been the result of a deliberate
political decision to break the chains and
face the real men and the real China?

The steps taken,-before the visit gave
little evidence of such a policy change.
After having committed himself to a "low
profile" and small steps toward
alleviating the restrictions on traveling to
and trading with China since 1969,
Nixon's surprise announcement of Henry
Kissinger's secret mission to Peking and
his own forthcoming visit appeared to be
motivated primarily by the domestic
political situation in the United States.
The announcement, though, brought a
welcome end to the disarray caused by
the Publication of the Pentagon Papers on
Vietnam, whereas the timing of the
presidential visit itself was no doubt also
intended to enhance Nixon's chances to
be re-elected for a second term. The
absence of any previous consultation with
Taiwan and Japan, followed by the
doomed attempt to force a twoChina
solution for Chinese represerntatio n in the
United Nations, is another indication of
the fact that domestic politics r ather than
a new China policy were predominant in
the shift from "low proflfe" to high
dramia.

it is also likely that at least Nixon's
national security advisor promoted more

To the editor:
Last night (Tuesday, March 14), I

attended an Intra-Mural Council meeting
in order to present my views on the new
softball rules.

Manager Mike Cucch/ssi ('75) made
these rules in order to "improve the
game." In my opinion, he not only did
the opposite, but destroyed the game as
Softball. His opinion that the game
needed improving was based on
conversations with disgruntled players
from last year. It is my guess that he
either did not talk to players who were
satisfied with last year's rules, or that he
conviently forgo t any non-dissenting
opinions, as he did not mention any.

Manager Cucchissi has instituted a.
time :limit on all games, in order to
prevent extra innings or long games from
disrupting his schedule, and to shorten
the time an umpire must work, and
thereby, lie says, improve the quality of
the urnping. Whren asked how many extra
innings were played last year, and how
much the schedules were disrupted, he
could not answer. And almost all of the
umpires at the umpires' clinic agreed that
all games should be played to conclusion.

The worst change, to my mind, is the
institution, in the B, C, and D leagues of
the "three-swing rule." In accordance
with this rule, a batter who fouls the
third strike is out. This means that in a

two strike situation, anything near the
strike zone must be hit fair with 100%'
accuracy if the batter doesn't wish to
strike out. Manager Cucchissi reasons that
since every good slow-pitch league he has,
seen has this rule, then the IM softball
leagues here, which are fast-pitch (albeit
slow fast-pitch) should also have this rule.
(That's really sensible, isn't it?) Anyway,
he fails to take into account that if any
non-A team - has an A quality pitcher,
they would be almost unbeatable, merely
because of one man. (His main goal, he
says, is to get as many players into a game
as possible, and to have them all egnj.0y it.
I hardly think that anyone would enjoy
striking out because he fouled a pitch.)
My reasoning? Thifs rule doesn't apply to
A-league, right? It seems to me that
Manager Cucchissi realizes the
disadvantage a batter would be under if
he had to face a good pitcher under such
a constraint. So I just postulate a good
pitcher in the B-league - something that
Cucchissi apparently can't do.

Also in the B league, stealing has been
eliminated. No reason has been given for
this, although there are probably several
advantages to doing this. However, the
strategy in stealing is an almost integral
part of the game.

One other major point - the B league
champs can no longer play in the playoffs
for the IM trophy. What of the group that
has two good teams - but one is in the B
league because they're not quite, as good.
They may be better than all the other A
league teams - but they can never prove
it. Why have playoffs at all, if this is to

active in the campaign and were in New
Hampshirie canvassing over the past few
weeks for their respective candidates, but
by and large, these comprise a small and
virtually negligible percentage, with the
majority of students doin~g very little or
nothing. Student political groups (e.g.
Students for Muskie, Students for
McGovern, at al.) are reporting a
relatively, smaR1 membership, and political
activity and discussion throughout the
MIT community has, for the most part,
centered not on the primary, but on
other issues such as confront/ing Urie
Bronfenbrenner.

Not to say that this type of activity is
not needed, as anything would most
undoubtedly be better than no discussion
at all, but with all the controversy
sur-rounding the '72 election and the
issues involved (e.g. busing, the
ITT-Kleindienst affair, etc.) it is surprising
that students are not catching on to the
excitement of the campaign in larger
numbers and iaking more of a part/in the
primaries and the election.

To refute those who may explain that
the reason for the apparent apathy is that
not everyone can get to New Hampshire
of Florida during the weekend, I call
attention to April 25' the date oY the
M~assachusetts primary.

The Miass primary will be significant in
the '72 electiom due to the comparatively
early date of the event, as well as the fact
thtat due to the structure and theories
concerning the politics of the
Commonwealth, the results of the
election are not to be predicted. In a state
wgich is almost totally Democratic,
electing only Republicans to state and
local offices, anything could happen next
month, and the high concentration of
students and potential student vote could
swing the vote behind any of the
candidates.

The point here is that although the
primary and the campaign fall
approximately at midd-term, when work
loads increase and the weather is no
longer conducive to work, students
should .realize their hmportance in the
primary and express at least a minimum
of involvement, even if it entails simply
registering to vote for the primary. The.
deadline for registration is March 25.

On a larger scale, students could swing
their efforts to the actual political scene,
in anything from taking a non-partisan
role in providing voter registration
(through a national group known as 'The
Student Vote) to actually "getting down
to brass tacks" and walkcing the streets of
Boston and Cambridge doing canvassing
and campaigning for prospective
Presidential candidates.

The purpose of this column has not
been -to provide information on what
students, and particularly those at MIT,
have not been doing, but rather to call to
students to realize what they can do in
this election year to influence 'the
outcome of a Presidential race involving a
great many issues which will determine
the course of history for the United
States over the -next four years.

save money - wasn't the best team
decided in the regular season?

It's probably too late to raise any
effective objections and probably was
always too late, if Manager Cucchissi's
attitude at the IM Council meeting was
indicative of his everyday actions. Still,
it's too bad - I was really looking
forward to playing softball this year.

Thanks for the space.
Dan Swanson

To the editor:
I am writing this letter to clarify

certain aspects of your recent article on
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner's MIT lecture. I
found the article somewhat misleading
and vague, and one of your captions was
incorrect.

'While the story's author, Alex
Makowski, devoted almost one-fifth of
the article to what Dr. Bronfenbrenner
was saying, he did not give a clear
exposition of Professor Bronfenbrenner's
lecture. Dr. Bronfenbrenner said that
young people and old people should have
more contact with each other, especially
parents and their children. He strongly
asserted that US parents were not paying
enough attention to trekr children, anid he
even cited statistics related to the decline
of extended families in the- state of
Massachusetts. The story did not clearly
emphasize this very important point of
parental care and possibly of
grand-parental care.

The story also did not say that Dr.
Bronfen'brenner admitted that he had
changed some of his views since he wrote
the 1967 magazine article. While he said
the facts remained the same, he pointed
out that he now interpreted some of the
facts differently. He also said that he was
writing another 'article on the same
subject matter to clarify his old article.

The caption to the photograph of Dr.
Bronfenbrenner was very misleading, as it
said, " . .. Bronfenbrenner . .. faces a
questioner. . ." While the caption is true,
Dr. Bronfenbrenner was about to ask the
crowd around him, including the
"'questioner," where 11i coat was. He was
trying to leave the lecture room as
quickly as possible, but with the crowd
around the podium, he couldn't find his
coat.

Kyaw Tiaa Paw U
News ProducerT/Editor/Reporter

WTBS-FM

To the editor:·
In regards to Sandy Yulke's article in

Tue~sday's The Tech, we would like to
point out that people who are not paying
fees at the Student Art Association are in
fact not welcome to come in and "try
their hand at throwing pots." The SAA is
operating under a tight budget, and
facilities are already crowded to capacity.
Since the SAA is run mainly on funds
which come from students' SAA fees, we
feel it is unfair to give others who are not
paying fees free access to the studios and
materials.

Terrill Chang
for the SAA

By Norman Sandlet
With the approach of the 1972

presidential election, millions of students
(approximately 300,000 in the Boston
area) will exercise the right to vote for
the ftrst time. This has the potential of
being the most exciting election we've
seen, with two liberals in the running for
the Democratic nomination and Nixon up
for re-election for the Republicans, and
students will have the opportunity to
determine the outcome of the election to
a greater extent than most realize.

Granted, we have all been chided to
vote this year because it's "our duty as
newly-appointed citizens." However,
student influence goes far beyond
November, as there also exists the
opportunity of shaping the course of the
campaigns, tEhrough the- prfnaries, the
conventions, and on to the election.

With the unpredictable voters of New
Hampshire again surprising the nation in
that primary this year, there was a hint of
what effect students may have upon this
year's race for the White House.

gtudents played an instrumental role
in New Hampshire, canvassing and
manning campaign headquarte rs. Taking

most advantage of student s,,,-'-'~' (and
reaping the resulting benefits) was South
Dakota Senator George McGovern, who
u ntil the primary did not pose an actual
threat to front-running Maine Senator
Edmund Muskie.

McGovern's massive support by
student canvassers and campaigners
finally culminated in his showing in the
primary results, collecting a final total of
37% of the Democratic vote, as opposed
to Buskie's rather worrisome 47%.

One could theorize that the wide use
of students in the campaigns was not the
deterinting factor in McGovern's
showing, arguing that the South Dakotan
did have the most organized effort in
New limpshire, leading to his eventual
moral victory. However, the student
factor can not be discounted completely,
and later in the primaries will most likely
come to play a very importtit role in the
outcome of those races.

MIT students appear to be only
casually affected by the activity in the
political arena this year, reflecting much
of the proverbial apathy apfflictag college
campuses. But regardless of what others
may say, it is hard to believe that a
majority of the students on campus
cannot visualize their role in the
American political process.

In years gone past, MIT has been
extremely active on the national politicaI
scene, through the days of the
moratorium, the str'ike, and other related
actions. Now comes the 1972 election.. .
the Democrats agai attempting to
reorganize the party to put forth the
most appealing candidate they have, and
the Republicans using the soft-sell to
re-elect a President who in the past year
has done a bit of quiet campaigning
himself, periodically announcing his latest
secret negotiations to the public.

In the meantime, what are MIT
students doing? Of course, there is a
certain percentage who have already been

t~a~ 3r"Iff iffa~~ ~~g
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We've already got too many professionals'
involved, he told the 26-100 audience,
and all we've managed to do over the past
few decades is isolate growing kids from
their natural environment, their parents
and neighbors. Ris proposals could only
be realized with a drastic reoradering of
society, reforms that would permit men
and women to Work part-time, -allowing
them the time they want to raise their
children.

Are blacks inferior?
He spoke of the position of the blacks

in our society, bringing to center stage
the issue upon Which SDS had been
harping all week. About the only
straightforward answer he gave to a
question all afternoon c'ame after
repeated yells of, "Do you think blacks
are inferior?" Obviously nettled, he
finally said, "I think, white people have
made black people inferior." And I
suppose that the SDS will use that as
evidence that Bronfenbrennaer is indeed a
racist.

But is he? Is it wrong to say that by
decades of oppression the whites have
stunted the development of black
children? Is it racist to propose removing
those children from the hands of
college-trained specialists and returning
them to the care of their neighborhoods?
Is it so difficult to believe that
Bronfernbrenner is genuinely appalled by
the upbringing black kids are getting and
is casting about for solutions? "One does
not solve a problem by closing one's eyes
to it," he emphasized to mild applause
from the audience.

SDS would have us believe that I
Bronfenbrenner, like a number of otheri
noted social scientists, is responsible fori
or inseparable fromn "the racist murders at
Jackson State, the bill passed in Indianai
to sterilize welfrae mothers, the Family 
Assistance Program which is to force!
people on welfare to work for wages 
below the minimum wage, and the
practice of labotornizing [sic] .
womenl blacks, especially black women."
i -must confess to an inability to
appreciate all the subtleties of SDS logic,
but it's hard to miss the technique of
associating a man with someone else's
criminal activities and then attacking him
for thern. Bronfenbrenner had nothing to
say in either his article or his speech((
about sterilization or lobotomy, but it
does, I suppose, make good leaflet copy.

Hearing an SDS argument about 
Bronfenbrenner's ideas themselves is:
enough to make you understand why I
those scholars prefer guilt by association.i
To quote from a leaflet'

"Discipline, [the SDS is quoting[
Bronfenbrenner] is exercised principally '
by the mother' is focused on overt acts[
rather than motives or goals, and is
mainly inhibitory in character; that is, the :
child is told not to do this or that, to
keep'quiet, not ask questions, stay out of
trouble. The effect of such negative
reinforcement is to discourage initiative,
curiosity, and exploration, as well as
co-operative interaction with a guiding
adult."

"This statement implies that Black
mothers don't know or care how to raise
their children and have no moral sense of
goals which they wish to instill in them.'

Unmentioned, by the SDS anywvay,
since Bronfenbrenner dealt with it, is the
possibility that our society leaves the
black women no time to raise her[
children as she sees fit. The SDS simflarly4
miscast Bronfenbrenner's position on the 
effects of bringing blacks and whites[i
together in an intelgrated classroom. But
should we be surprised? When SDS has 
already decided on the answers, does it'
really make much difference what the~
questions are?

So what cam one conclude? -A motley
collection of thugs that have no right to 
consider themselves members of ailn
academic community disrupted all[
interesting talk by an interesting maiO
Friday afternoon, 600 people witnessed[
the one-sided onslaught, and one wonders i
what they could possibly have done t
prevent the annoyance caused by a mere.4
few dozen people. The story told here~
was worth relating only to put the event
in context, and to emphasize to thos
who may be wondering the intellectual,
moral, and numerical bankruptcy of the
SDS position.

with the paper's political stance, he will
no doubt judge stories to be objective,
even when the reporter's personal feelings
are clearly evident..

Editorial columns such as this one,
fortunately, are freed from Some of the
news constraints. People expect that the
writer - will refrain from printing
out-and-out lies, but they respect his
position as an interpreter of facts charged
with offering an opinion on what is going
on. If they are familiar with his work,
they may judge his presentation by what
they have thought of the pieces he has
printed in the past. If not, they will no
doubt rely on the logic and clarity of tis
presentation and the political slant he
demonstrates.

Having laid the groundwork by a
discussion of the nature of facts in
journalism, it's -a bit easier to discuss
actually both the SDS in general and
Friday aftemnoon's "confrontation" in
particular. SDS members would no doubt
dismiss this as a biased account, and the
writer's feelings are obviously presented,
but that doesn't detract from the fact
that the opinions presented come from a
writer experienced in covering a number
of different events at MIT.

Fighting the good fight
For three years now, MITSDS has

been a small fringe group fighting the
good fight for a worker-student alliance:.
Seldom numbering more than two dozen
people by the most generous estimates,
they -concentrated their on-campus
efforts, at least for a couple of years, on
getting better working conditions for
various MIT employees, particularly a
library worker this past winter (she had
lost all working conditions by being
£ired), Faculty Club employees last
school year, and maintenance men in
general for a year or two before that.
They were never much involved with the
large anti-war actions that shook the
campus in 1970 -- I believe their line was,
that all. the commotion about research
detracted from the concentration needed
to ally with the working class. Their
efforts have been followed in The Tech,
and' on .at least two occasions our
"biased" reporting (news, not columns)
has brought some of their members
storming to our office with vague threats
about what wilt happ~en after the
-revolution.

Their efforts have been, to put it
gently, unavailing. Occasionally their
immediate attempts to protest the
handling of a particular worker won some
conicessions, but they have had no real
success at all in interesting either the
students or the workers in an alliance.
Three years of campaigning, reams of
leaflets, untold numbers of epithets
hurled at various administrators and their
stoogges -- all have been in vain.- The
legions have not rallied to the standard,
and SDS is currently no more successful
in attracting an audience; let alone
supporters, for their cause than they were
two years ago. Without the front page
coverage we have supplied them they
might have attracted even less.

Less, that-is, until last Friday when
Bronfenbrenner ca-me to campus on the
invitation of the P~sychology Department.
The size of the crowd was definitely
surprising. After all, SDS had leafletted
heavily before, but never had t~hey come
close to drawing something like the 600
people who showed up Friday afternoon.
The SDS ranks had already been swelled
by supporters from SDS and UAG
(University Action Group follows roughly
the same political line as SDS, but its
membership comprises mostly faculty
and staff) chapters from nearby Tufts
and Northeastern, but the total organized
contingent on hand couldn't have
amounted to more than 60. or 70. Why
did so many other people show up. Ask
your friends who went (provided that
your friendships--cross political lines), and
you'll have as good an answer as any
newspaper account could provide.

The Psychology Department has been
sponsoring a series of seminars, and
Bronfenbrenner had been invited to
discuss his somewhat radical (by Nixon
standards, anyway) proposals for day
care. Bronfenbrenner no doubt surprised
a lot of observers -- for a professional he
'takes a distinctly aprofessional view
about how day care should be handled.

By Alex Makowski
Friday afternoon's three-way joust

between the admnitration, SDS, and
visiting Cornell professor Urie
Bronfenbrenner was certainly one of the
more noteworthy events, in terms of
numbers of people, to take place on
campus this year. It offers a valuable
opportunity for comment on both news
reporting and then SDS, casting light on
some of the difficulties inherent in the
former and the inescapable bankruptcy of
the latter.

Often an objective news story can
prove a very frustrating vehicle for a
reporter interested in presenting his
observations. A number of his "facts" are
often no more than personal perceptions,
difficult to confirm of prove. Including
them in a news story invites charges of
slanted, biased reporting, since the writer
-has; no more to back up his story than his

woxd and the opinions of other observers.

To use Friday's affair as an example, a
number of things readers might
be interested in were difficult to
determine. The very basic point of how
many of the crowd favored the SDS and
how many sided with Bronfenbrenner is
an obvious case in point. But 26-1 00 is so
structured acoustically that 40 or 50
people clapping and cheering can Fall the
wkole hall with noise - close your eyes
and it sounds like everybody present
must be on hi feet applauding. Open
them, and it's obviously a good deal less,
but how do you determine what- fraction?
And once you have, how do you
contradict an SDS member who claims it
was greater?

Since Bronfenbremnners thesis deals in
part with the growth and development of
black children, and SDS leaflets had
labeled him a racist, it might also be
appropriate for a reader to wonder how
many blacks showed up.

A.gain, it is difficult to print the
anmver in a news story. The lighting on
the audience in 26-100 isn't particularly
good, and accurately determining the race
of --ome-one' -stting mor than a third of
the way back is difficult. A systematic
counat is about the only solution, but it's
very d/~ficult to be consistent over the
5 50 seats and the dozens of people
standing in the back. In the end, no count
sufficiently valid enough to be printed
could be determined., but in opinion
colanm I would guess that the number
was about 40.

"~fha won?"
For a f'mal example, consider the

ob~vious question of "who won?"
Somebody must have triumphed
somehow, but determining the answer
objtctively is a problem. A partial
solution, adopted in Friday's news story,
involves quoting a few people, engaged in
the dispute so readers will at least see
h.ow the participants felt. But the
function of a newspaper should be to
provide a disinterested vSew, and printing
other people's statements is only an easy
way out.

In my opinion Bronfenbrenner carried
the: flay. But printing such a statement in
a news story forces an accompanying list
of supporting statements, many of which
may need sup porting statements
themselves. By the time one has run
through the Eist of one's interpretations
of what was important and where one's
facts came from, one has departed
somewhat from the ideal behind a

stagtnews story.

By one view, it is 'not'a newspaper's
busqiness to print on its news pages
anything more than straight facts.
Objectivity must be served, lest the public
lose its confidence that the newspaper is
serving truth. On the other hand, defining
"'fact '~ for use'-as a scientific term is
difficult enough without having to do the
same -for journali.sm u.~e. And even were a
useful definition developed, there is still
,room for bias in the way a. writer chooses
which facts to present and how he
chooses to present them.

The only conclusion is that there is no
ex~temal standard save experience to
measure a newspaper's objectivity, and
experience will be something that varies
from person to person. I f he judges that a
pa-per's news stories have lied in the past,
he is likely to consider any news story
printed now to be tainted- If he has never
had such an experience,, or if he agrees
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By Bruce Schwartz
In contrast to accounts in B.A.D. and

Thze Phoenix which have given the
impression that for a student, registering
to vote in Cambridge is a process rather
like a medieval torture, I found
registration almost ridicudously easy. Not
only did the Election Commission register
me in less than flive minutes, they didn't
even ask me for positive identification.

In a way, it was disappointing. Taking
to heart all the warnings, and armed with
four different proofs of residence (this at
the advice of the Cambridge Committee
on Voter Registration), I arrived at the
Election Commission's office last
Tuesday at 4:15 prn with my hair neatly
combed and dressed in my Straight
Arrow Disguise Suit with tie. To my
surprise, the registration clerk at the front
desk was not a battleaxe reminiscent of
my fourth grade teacher but a rather
bored looking bearded young man of
about 25 wearing a suit, and Mie myself,
not looking at home in it.

Two cancelled rent checks satisfied
him (and the sixty-ish matron with whom
he consulted) as to my residence. I gave
my occupation as "student." I had
expected all sorts of questions about my
means of support, where I spent my
summer vacations, my plans after
graduation, etc. But the only important
question he asked was the proper one,
namely, had I any planes to leave
Cambridge? And following my "No" it
Was only a matter of riding out forms
writing my signature and taking an oath
that m-y answers had been true, to
convert me into a registered voter.

{MUIT students living in Cambridge may
register at the Election Commission, 362
Green Street, Central Square, from 8:30
to 4:30, or at Roberts School, Harvard
and Windsor Streets, from 5 to 9 Monday
through Tkem-sday evenings. Students
across thre river may register at room 46],
Boston City Hall, Government Center,
fromn 9 to 5, at the Copley Square Library
from 5 to 9, or at the Back Bay Little
City ttall -')rrom 9 to 5. If you need
residency proof, we suggest securing a
letter firom 1he Dean for Student Affairs
attesting that you ate a student at AHT
and your present domnicile. -Editor)

a b.aink crt
am
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By Frans A.M. Airing von Geusau
In his most recent book Nations in

Darkness:- China, Russia, America
(Random House. I971), John G.
Stoissinger begins his fiast -chapter with
the following allegory from Plato's
Republic:

"Inside a cave, a group of men are
chained in such a way that they can
only look at the wall before them and
are unable to turn their heads. Behind
them a fire blazes and, between them
and that ftre, other men walk up and
down, some talking rad some silent.
The chained men can only see the
shadows of their felb~w-men. To them,
the shadows are in fact t.he men, and
the voices come from the passing
shadows. To these chained men, in
Plato's words, 'The truth would be
nothing but the shadows.'"
Unti the Nixon administration began

to rnOVe toward more contact and
communication with the People's
Republic of China, Plato's allegory was a
most pertinent description of this.
countfry's policy toward China, and
China's attitude toward the US'.

More than twenty years without

diplomatic relations, without any contact
in the framework of the United Nations,
with virtually no contact between the
two peoples or trade between the two
countries, the "truth" about China in this
cottatry was little more than its shadow.
The shadow of the, -- most populous
country in the world, turned communist
undler Mao, carrying the supposedly
expansionist designs of the "communist
bloc" to Southeast Asia, Korea, and the
Pacific. And when the shadows of the
men in Peking and in Moscow no longer
merged, China alone was perceived to
continue such expansionist policy. It was
this kind of truth that made several US
governments decide to interfere in the
Chinese civil war by protecting Chiang
Kai-shek and defending Taiwan. It also
made them decide to enter and finally.
figlt the Indo-Chinese war in which the
"truth" of communist expansion
obscured the reality of a struggle against
French and Western colonial domination.

Has Nixon's overture toward China,
culminating in his dramatic visit to the
country, been the result of a deliberate
political decision to break the chains and
face the real men and the real China?

The steps taken-before the visit gave
little evidence of such a policy change.
After having committed himself to a "low
profile" and small steps toward
alleviating the restrictions on traveling to
and trading with China since 1969,
Nixon's surprise announcement of Henry
Kissinger's secret mission to Peking and
his own forthcoming visit appeared to be
motivated primarily by the domestic
political situation in the United States.
The announcement, though, brought a
welcome end to the disarray caused by
the publication of the Pentagon Papers on
Vietnam, whereas the timing of the
presidential visit itself was no doubt also
intended to enhance Nixon's chances to
be re-elected for a second term. The
absence of any previous consultation with
Taiwan and Japan, followed by the
doomed attempt to force a two-China
solution for Chinese representation in the
United Nations, is a nother indication of
the fact that domestic politics rather than
a new China policy were predomin ant in
the shift from "low profile" to high
drama.

It is also likely that at least Nixon's
national security advisor promoted more

contact with China as a means to seek a
new global balance of power between the
United States, the Soviet Union and
China. This latter hypothesis could at
least partly explain the US attitude in the
Indo-Pakistan war and with respect to
Bangla-Desh.

ARl these possible explanations hardly
point to a new China policy aimed at
solving the problems of Taiwan, Vietnam
or Asian security in general. The US
Administration still is very much chained
to commitments made ever since the
Second World War. The Nixon visit,
nonetheless, may have contributed to a
new process of communication, enabling
both countries eventually to turn away
from the shadows to face each other.
Such a process hardly justifies the
opinion that it was a journey of peace
and a week that changed the world, but it
may help to move the confrontation from
the battleground to the conference-room.
{Hrofessor Pon Geusau is a viziting
professor ,' . the b f e D epartment of Poitical
Science at MIT. He is Director of the
Netherlands Institute of International
Affairs, and is currently teaching a course
in International Relations. -Editor]

To the editor:
Last night (Tuesday, March 14), I

attended an Intra-Mural Council meeting
in order to present my views on the new
softball rules.

Manager Mike Cucchissi ('75) made
these rules in order to "improve the
game." In my opinion, he not only did
the opposite, but destroyed the game as
softball. His opinion that the game
needed improving was based on
conversations with disgruntled players
from last year. It is my guess that he
either did not talk to players who were
satisfied with last year's rules, or that he
conviently forgot any non-dissenting
opinions, as he did not mention any.

Manager Cucchissi has instituted a.
time limit on all games, in order to
prevent extra innings or long games from
disrupting his schedule, and to shorten
the time an umpire must work, and
thereby, he says, improve the quality of
the urnping. When asked how many extra
innings were played last year, and how
much the schedules were dsisrpted, he
could not answer. And almost all of the
umpires at the umpires' clinic agreed that
all games should be played to conclusion.

The worst change, to my mind, is the
institution, in the B, C, and D leagues of
the "three-swing rule." In accordance
with this rule, a batter who fouls the
third strike is out. This means that in a
two strike situation, anything near the
strike zone must be hit fair with !00%
accuracy if the batter doesn't wish to
strike out. Manager Cucchissi reasons that
since every good slow-pitch league he has.
seen has this rule, then the IM softball
leagues here, which are fast-pitch (albeit
slow fast-pitch) should also have this rule.
(That's really sensible, isn't it?) Anyway,
he fails to take into account that if any
non-A team has an A quality pitcher,
they would be almost unbeatable, merely
because of one man. (His main goal, he
says, is to get as many players into a game
as possible, and to have them all enjoyit.
I hardly think that anyone would enjoy
st._qking out because he fouled a pitch.)
My reasoning? This rule doesn't apply to
Aoleague, right? It seems to me that
Manager Cucchissi realizes the
disadvantage a batter would .be under if
he had to face a good pitcher under such
a constraint. So I just postulate a good
pitcher in the B-league - something that
Cucchissi apparently can't do.

Also in the B league, stealing has been
eliminated. No reason has been given for
this, although there are probably several
advantages to doing this. However, the
strategy in stealing is 'an almost integral
part of the game.

One other major point -- the B league
champs can no longer play in the playoffs
for the IM trophy. What of the group that
has two good teams - but one is in the B
league because they're not quite as good.
They may be better than all the other A
league teams - but they, can never prove
it. Why have playoffs at all, if this is to

save money - wasn't the best team
decided in the regular season?

It's probably too late to raise any
effective objections and probably was
always too late, if Manager Cucchissi's
attitude at the IM Council meeting was
indicative of his everyday actions. Still,
it's too bad - I was really looking
forward to playing softball this year.

Thanks for the space.
Dan Swanson

To the editor:
I am writing this letter to clarify

certain aspects of your recent article on
Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner's MIT lecture. I
found the article somewhat misleading
and vague, and one of your captions was
incorrecL.

While the story's author, Alex
Makowski, devoted almost one-fifth of
the article to what Dr. Bronfenbrenner
was saying, he did not give a clear
exposition of Professor Bronfeibrennes's
lecture. Dr. Bronfenbrenner said that
young people and old people should have
more contact with each other, especially
parents and their children. He strongly
asserted that US parents were not paying
enough attention to their children, and he
even cited statistics related to the decline
of extended families in the- state of
Massachusetts. The story did not clearly
emphasize this very important point of
parental care and possibly of
grard-parental care.

The story also did not say that Dr.
Bronfenbrenner admitted thtat he had
changed some of his views since he wrote
the 1967 magazine article. While he said
the facts remained the same, he pointed'
out that he now interpreted some of the
facts differently. He also said that he was
writing another 'article on the same
subject matter to clarify his old article.

The caption to the photograph of Dr.
Bronfenbrenner was very misleading, as it
said, "... Bronfenbrenner.. . faces a
questioner... " While the caption is true,
Dr. Bronfenbrenner was about to ask the
crowd around him, including the
"f questioner," where his coat was. He was
trying to leave the lecture room as
quickly as possible, but with the crowd
around the podiun, he couldn't find his
coat.

Kyaw Tha Paw U
News Producer/Editor/Reporter

WTBS-FM

To the editor:
In regards to Sandy Yulke's article in

Tuesday's The Tech, we would like to
point out that people who are not paying
fees at the Student Art Association are in
fact not welcome to come in and "try
their hand at throwing pots." The SAA is
operating under a tight budget, and
facilities are already crowded to capacity.
Since the SAA is run mainly on funds
which come from students' SAA fees, we
feel it is unfair to give others who are not
paying fees free access to the studios and
materials.

Tenil Chang
for the SAA

By Norman Sandler
With the approach of the 1972

presidential election, millions of students
(approximately 300,000 in the Boston
area) will exercise the right to vote for
the first time. This has the potential of
being the most exciting election we've
seen, with two liberals in the running for
the Democratic nomination and Nixon up
for re-election for the Republicans, and
students will have the opportunity to
determine the outcome of the election to
a greater extent than most realize.

Granted, we have all been chided to
vote this year because it's "our duty as
newly-appointed: citizens." However,
student influence goes far beyond
November, as there also exists the
opportunity of shaping the course of the
campaigns, through the primaries, the
conventions, and on to the election.

With the unpredictable voters of New
Hampshire again surprising the nation in
that primary this year, there was a hint of
what effect students may have upon this
year's race for the White House.

Students played an instrumental role
in New Hampshire, canvassing and
manning campaign headquarters. Taking
most advantage of student support (and
reaping the resulting benefits) was South-
Dakota Senator George McGovern, who
until the primary did not pose an actual
threat to front-running Maine Senator
Edmund Muskie.

M cGovern's massive support by
student canvassers and campaigners
finally culminated in his showing in the
primary results, collecting a final total of
37% of the Democratic vote, as opposed
to Muskie's rather worrisome 47%.

One could theorize that the wide use
of students in the campaigns was not the
determining factor in McGovern's
showing, arguing that the South Dakotan
did have the most organized effort in
New Hampshire, leading to his eventual
moral victory. However, the student
factor can not be discounted completely,
and later in the primaries will most likely
come to play a very importarit role in the
outcome of those races. 

MIT students appear to be only
casually affected by the activity in the
political arena this year, reflecting much
of the proverbial apathy afflicting college
campuses. But regardless of what others
may say, it is hard to believe -that a
majority of the students on campus
c annot visualize their role in the
American political process.

In years gone past, MIT has been
extremely active on the national political
scene, through the days of the
moratorium, the strike, and other related
actions. Now comes the 1 97 2 election .-..
the Democrats again attempting to
reorganize the party to put forth the
most appealing candidate they have, and
the Repubtlicans; using the soft-sell to
re-elect a President who in the past year
has done a bit of quilet campaigning
himself, periodically announcing his latest
secret negotiations to the public.

In the meantime, what are MIT
students doing? Of course, there is a
certain percentage who have already been

active in the campaign and were in New
Hampshire canvassing over the past few
weeks for their respective candidates, but
by and large, these comprise a small and
virtually negligible percentage, with the
majority of students doing very little or
nothing. Student political groups (e.g.
Students for Muskie, Students for
McGovern, et al.) are reporting a
relatively small membership, and poitical
activity and discussion throughout the
MIT community has, .for the most part,
centered not on the primary, but on
other issues such as confronting Urie
Bronfenbrenner.

Not to say that this type of activity is
not needed, as anything would most
undoubtedly be better than no discussion
at all), but with all the controversy
surrounding the '72 election and the
issues involved (e.g. busing, the
ITT-Kleindiens t affair, etc.) it is surprising
that students are not catching on to the
excitement of the campaign in larger
numbers and ta.kjng more, of a part in the
primaries and the election.

To refute tho se who may explain that
the reason for the apparent apathy is that
not everyone can get to New Hampshire
of Florida during the weekend, I call
attention to April 25: the date of the
Massachusetts primary.

The Mass primary will be significant in
the '72 election due to the comparatively
early date of the event, as well as the fact
that due to the structure and theories
concerning the politics of the
Commonwealth, the results of the
election are not to be predicted. In a state
which is almost totally Democratic,
electing only Republicans to state and
local offices, anything could happen next
month, and the high concentration of

students and potential student vote could
swing the vote behind any of the
candidates.

The point here is that although the
primary and the campaign fall
approximately at mid-term, when work
loads -increase and the weather is no
longer conducive to work, students
should . realize their importance in the
primary and express at least a minimum
of involvement, even if it entails simply
registering to vote for the primary. The
deadline for registration is Mar, ch 25.

On a larger scale, students could swing
their efforts to the actual political scene,
in anything from taking a non-partisan
role in providing voter registration
(through a national group known as The
Student Vote) to actually "getting down
to brass tacks" and walking the streets of
Boston and Cambridge doing canvassing
and campaigning for prospective
Presidential candidates.

The purpose of this column has not
been -to provide information on what
students, and particularly those at MIT,
have not been doing, but rather to call to
students to reaihze whkat *A'o-'car. do in
this election year to influence the
outcome of a Presidential race involving a
great many issues which will determine
the course of history for the United
States over the next four years.
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This ad wasn't writtn to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. To think of how few
school vacations you may have left.

Before you eknow it, the 9 to 5 hassle will be
starting. So this summer may be your last real
chanee to travel. To help you plan your getaway, let
us send you our free Getaway* Kit.
With the-Kit you can get:
TWA's S$telpass*

A coupon booklet that gives you a room and
continental breaLkfast in either a guesthouse or
student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.

No advance reservationLs are needed.
Also included are free coupons that can be used

for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,
sightseeing and more.
TWA's Bed and Breafast Adventes.

2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50
European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where
you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,
where 3 nights cost only $16.
TWA's Getaway' Card Appecaton.

With TWAs Getaway Card, you can charge
airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals, Getaway
packages and more. And then take up to two years
to pay.

It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

airleine card in the world. And Ws fiee.
TWA's Youth Passpore: Caro

If you're 12 thru 21, you can get 1[3 offnomiO
domestic coach flights, on a standby bass.

Plus discounts on over 20 other Mr]n.e em the
nited Sta, Canada, and Europe-
The card also gets you discunts at over 700 shops

and hotels arund the world.
TWAy$s Getaway* ,Gdebook

A 224-page guide& k highligh g 9 of he most
popular cities in the world.

TWA, P.O. ]Box 876
I ;%; :: Farmimdae. N.Y. fi735g TowNam....

| t *-o- TAddex-wss-s rXuS-Ps ----- l,,
O A

I mIii yLMy ~raveI aget . ~8 ~ ~ ~ ..................,,:'Servic m~arkm,.e exlusively by'I~VL

TWA'WS campus representative at ht is ]-.gire Yang
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PREGMASCY COUNSELLING FOR WOMED

which -s helped
x' attn l e of no com-
atose. A South African theo-

wrote, 'If we dkappear
:m South Afica, we shw that

fer not to die on the road
to ihtpEation, but by God's
1] ';a Ths the tie Akauezs re-
fme to abandom what they rcon-
Be their divine mission of cv

izig Af
Ils lsccu, the flint in a

s Dof six, dealt specifically
with the question of Soutwest
Aftiiat or Namibia, which has

8eCDaM a majo3 issue between
.gmth Africa and its opponents.

s3huge, mineal rich area,
1-anefiy a Gemaan colonly, was

Umby the British during the
fmt Woitd War. It w2s held by

$th AM= unider a League of
Nzfions9 mdate which required
VA notoion of the "eil and
macgr wel -eing and socil pro-

of the inhabitants '" Ntla-
tipntedi out that far from

d0ig this, the South Africas
ffo@m~ the Arcams mto desert
resm, which were genexatly
vhout water or axable land and

almpltely incapable of support-
fisg tek population. Tribes. who

sisfwere bombed into sub-
~ creating a minor inter-

inci~ mdent.
After W d War I, Ntlabati

=ffIuLd, the issue revived,

when Afican nations led by
&Ehiopm and: Liberia asked ithe
[ntenational Court of Justice to
role that the United Nations had
inEheited the mandate. In 1965
the Court refused to rule on the,
cas, and South'Africa, cladining
it had been vindicated, annexed
Southwest Africa. The small res-
istance thlat aose was easily
crashed under the inffamous Ter-
rorism Act, under which even
breaking windows in a school
can be punished by death. The
Act was made retroactive to
1962.

Later the World Court ruled
against South Africa, and the
UN formed a committee that
cLined jurisdic tion over Nta-
ibi. This committee has been a
farce, as the US, the USSR and
England have refused to partici-
pate. Ntdabati reported that this
committee decided to fly to
Soutawest Afica but turned
back when the South Africans
treatened to shoot them down.
'The Zambian government urged
the comittee to return in a
Zambian plane - the reason
given for turning back was that
the pilot had been reluctant -
but "feeling that they had done
enough for the month, the com-
mittee returned to New York."
No more effective action seemas
vewr likely in the near future.

By $et SMiC "llte Political Sci~ Depast-
menes $ on B~lackMaa
ion lMovemeu is ina E

Aftlea began with a a lecteae Tues-
day niht in the 1
lounge by the Re d Gl-
stone NtlabatI, who sait te
differences between blaec ani
whites "'cannot b sahv by
agreement - 6the oWl wodmions
a violent rvolution. "

Rev. Nflabab.ti was buma i
Soutlh frica,, w aer he a ietde
the University of Nia lEb fi
was closed to bAcas byth
so-called Unkiey gE
Education Act As ~ op
of aparthe id'he is 
and torbrd by the g=r m
In the United Stte he h'
workedl with vaziouw bfi or-

rmkinmg -"invomaxy stuye

of the diffetnesfac
American and South Afnfm 
courtsq and jails

The South African siMafan
is unique, he dd, m ihmi t
white Afi ianes, "Sizer the
choaii between .shadig p
pawer or death, wou c=
death." T1hey wer cadms
when -they cme toe Afc 30
years ago, but a teno~w a 2oiM
with a distinct tL%.WZ , cmtarc,
and traditions. An fhtel a
of this tradition is thek. stomch

' ~ .Photo by Dave Greenl

Rev. Gl;adstone Ntlabati

EX C.L.U.$.[E . Engagement
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David Bromberg's guaitar picking is
-- practically legenday. As a studio and stage
X.' sideman his playing has embellished ther'' music of Bob Dylan, Paul Siebel, Jerry Jeif

I Walker and other top artists.
~-t ~But David has also had his own thing

going. For eight years ie's been playing clubs and
cafes, radio shows, the Philadelphia Folk Festival
and he captured the spirit of the Isle of Wight
Festival as David Bromberg: singer, songwriter
and total performer.

David's first album is a balance of his
two worlds. Some live recordings to capture his
performing magic. And studio tracks he produced
himself with Bromberg-stamp-of-approval sidemen.

The music is easy low-down blues, shit-
kickin' bluegrass and of-the-wall jobbers like

"The Holdup" and "Suffer t Sing the Blues."
Nothing to tarnish his reputation as a hot

guitar.Plenty to build his career as David Bromberg.
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""mpathy b t Dev lpl$olt
IN COLORt AND ENGLISH co. fromn 5 pm

SATURDAY & SUNDAY cant from 3 pm

Complete sterling silver/gold filled presenta-
tion set of insignia for Army Nurse Corps
first lieuenant. Would make excellent grad-
uation or birthday gBift Brand new- $30 or

beast offer. Contiact3 BoxE A-10i, The Tech.
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a personal best in -the 35-lb.
weight tlhrw of 57'87' and
heaved -the 16-1b. shot 50'9" to
take two third-place medals at
the Newr Englands. Moore's mark
in t~he weight ltlxbcw was a two
foot improvement over 31at year.

Davre Wilson '73 launched
himself to a height of 1 S' to take
third place in the pole vault,
while Scott IPeck 73 took furth
in the long jump with a 22'9"
bound.

,The efforts o four athletges
gave MlT 17 poitms and a Sffth

phace team Eish. Tronmier,
M oore and Wilson were
subsequently nmned to the
All-New rEngand track squad.

At the IC4A'.s in Princeton,
Tronnier ran into some very
tough opposition. He took
second ina his, tial heat, third in
the sen-mis, but stumbled at the
sta of the finals. By the time
he reached the fi~rst hiiiie, his
timing was off and he finished in
sixthi place with a time of 7.6
seconds- The winning time WaS
7.3, bat Tronier felt tat his
best on that track could only
have beenl 7.4, due to t~he
sponginess of the Tartan surface.

Inl the weight throw, Moor

placed eighth throxwing 55'7",
but did not reach the fEnals. A
puiled back mnuscle earlier in the
week hmpered h-is attempts.
Wilson cleared 14'6" in the pole
vault, but problems ivollving.
nicking the bar on the way down
with his anns caused him to fai
at 15'.

MdIT's - indoor season} was
exceptional, not only in the
good showings at the end, but
also in the records set. Besides
Tronlier's record in the 60-yd.
high hurdles, Dave Wilson
cleared I5'1 2" i the poe vault
and Yaw Akoto '74 tr-boulnded
45'11 lhl in the trple jump to
establlish new records. Finally,
Tom Hansen '74, Bill
Leimkuhler '73, Chip EpibaUl
'72 and Bob Mdyers '72 rewrote:
the books with a 10:20.2
clocking in the distance relay.

A brief revriew of other events
shows several bright lights. The
outstandinlg boon to the teamn
was frsih Gary "S.B."' Wilkes,
who contnuously ledl the team
in the sprinting department. It
must be recalled that the team
lost most of its sprinters, since,
in tae words 'of co-captain
k Wilson, "Track is forever
fighting a war of attrition with
:academia!"

: In the middle distances, the
dynmamc duo of Hansen and

Z Leimkuhler continued to
dominate.- In tie long distances,
Walt Hill '73 and Paul Puffe '75
assured MdIT of some future
capabilities after Myers and
Craig Lewis '72 depart- Lewis
loerend his timre in the two-mile
by over ten seconds this year
and ranked high in the individual
point scoring.

By Mike Charette
The MIT indoor tracki season

has. ended with the tenclads
sporig a 6-2 record, and had
provided soHme of the best team
effort on the championship level
i recent years.

The highlight of the past few
weeks has been higH hurdler Bob
Tronnier '73, who, ill setting the
New England rcord and taking
sxtlh place at the 1C4A's, has
emergedl as the teaxrs premier
track athlete since Ben Wilsonm.

The extraordinary results
stasted with the New England
Isndoor Track Champioaships at
Colby. It was tahere that
Tronnier defeated everyone,, fiitf
in the trals (7.5 seconds), then
the semi-finals (7.4), and then in
the fmas with a time of 7.3
seconads. Ths estalblished a Ndew
Englanad and MIT record in the
650-yard highs, as well as a
personal best. A fast start
enabled Tronnier to wipe out his
competitor, including archrival
Don Slevin of Tufts. It was
Slevin's quick speed out of the
blocks which was instrumental
in hadling Tronnir his -only loss
ealer in the regular season.-

Junior Brian More: registered

Champioaship level performances marked this year's 6-2 track

vanrsiy. Bob -Tronnier '73, Beft, set a 60 yd. high hurd~es New

England record. Above, Tom Hansen '74, Bill Leemkuler '73e Chip

Kimball '72 arnd Bob Myers '72 nlow hold the distance medley rlay

record. Selected Atl-New England- track stars were, below, Dave

Wilson '73, Brian Moore '73 and Tronnier.
-Photos by HDave Teennbaum (top left and Jet
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convivality off the field, at the
traditional afer game party, at
the local pub, or in the halls of
the 'Tute. 

Although the club has been in
exitence sce 1949, the large
increase in interest and number
of clubs is much more recent.
Rugby is now an activity which
one can continue to enjoy in
most US cities of modlerat size
and to ripe cod middle age
(MaIT's "Old Ilan" Walker is 32.)
Since the sport. is expandinlg so
rapidly, rank beginners have an
opportunity to test their mettle
against those who were weaned
on the sport (mostly immnigrant)
and leam the game at the smne
time.

Anyone in the MIT
community interested ins the
game is -invited to come to one
of the practices which are held

M8e _

every Tuesday and Thkursday
evening at 7:30 pm in Rockwell
Cage. For any additional in-
formation, contact Wayne Book
(captain) x3770, or3 Ron Prinn
(presdent) x2452.

The MSIT Ruggflrs donned
sweats on Tuesday, fr the
beLinning of the spring season.
The schedule for this sprig is
made u- of school and club
teamas in the New Engd area,
including archrival Harvard
Business. Schosol. The iCing on
thie cake of course is te-New
EngandL ARaugby Football UJion
Tournament in May. Tech's
tuggers have a crow to pick

froim last year's touramnent-
Due to poor scheduling MIT. was
forced to play three games in
one day. The third match. was
dropped to a TuftS team that
had played only one game. 

The hHTRFC is composed of
a broad cross section of the MIT
comnmuniity - undergraduate,
graduate, and foreign students,
as welL as faculty. It is in fact the
only estealished MIT team
which allows the -,soxme 4000
graduate students to conmpete
althletically outside the 'MIT
commu nilty. The club is run by
its membership withi tahe
sasncltion and n ominal
cooperation fHrom the Athletics
Departmenit. The commion
interest of nIraers is intense
physical competition on the
pitch. (fiel~d) - and social
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By Rck Henning and Dan Gantt
What a-way to run a railroad!
The only real controversy to evolve at last Tuesday

night's IMi Council Meeing concerned softball manager
Mike Cucchissi's proposed rules changes whch were di-
cussed in our column of March 14- After the other IM
maragers or - their proxies presented their perfunctory
reportS, Cucchissi was called upon to present his plans for
the upcoming softball season. ImmediaeBly thereafter, he
was attacked by a number of the livg group
representatives in attendance. Drawing upon his · vast
experience with IM softball during this, his freshman yean
at MIT, Cucchiss claimed that the changes were necessary
to upgrade the quality of play witnessed during his senior
year of high school. Heated debate tean followed with
those having entered teams that would be affected by the
changes attacldng the new rules and Cucchissi's fellow IM
managers supporting them.

A vote to test Cunchissi's strngt fhily arose over the
contaro6rersia "Xree-sming rule," eliminating the foul ball
on the third strike. A three-fiths sote of toe present is
necessary to ovrerrule a maag2res wishes. hile the vote
wras decisively in C~ucchissi's favor, 14 213 to 11 1/3, a
breadown of- the vote yields some interestlg resuits. Of
the 14 2f3 votes, eleven came fromn the IM managers.
Furthermore, only th-ree managers opposed the change,
with one diplomatically abstairting The living groups, i.e.
with player re prsentatives, voted against the "three-swiag"
rule by a two-to-one majority. Obviously, due to the
superior power wielded -by the managei's clique, the
opposition to the rules changes Ifailed.

After this defeat, Mr. Cucchissi said that he would be
open to change, but those who opposed his rules were
discouraged by the early results and mousted no other
coc ed Ceffort. It appeared to us that the -other managers
would have backed Ctacchissi even had he tried to add a

fifth base to the playing field.
Wre have received many irate comments regarding these

rules changes. Payers froma Baker, BartBoa, DT, Seniosr
House and others have expressed their opposition to the
new rifes. SeveraI persons have even suggested the
formation of an independent league. We ur those persons
considering such moves to at least attempt to reason with

Cucchissi befor acting
We would fike 4to express our sincere apologies to those

who supported us mi our unsuccessful atltempt at rousing
the IM Counlci to9 action. To our disaray a kHowledge of
and interest in softball was ns t was needed; a Aknowledge of
IM Council politics was. ;
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